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At Export Council, Obama Expected to Urge Corporate Interests to Help 

Him Obtain New Fast Track Powers to Expand the Status Quo U.S. Free 

Trade Pact Model That Congressional Democrats, Obama’s Base Oppose 
 

WASHINGTON, D.C. – At today’s meeting of the President’s Export Council, President Barack Obama 

is expected to urge yet another audience dominated by the corporate interests that opposed his election 

to help him obtain broad new Fast Track trade powers. Obama’s Fast Track request faces opposition by 

most Democratic members of Congress and base organizations as well as a bloc of conservative 

Republicans. 

 

Obama also is likely to tout the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a pact that would expand the status quo 

U.S. trade agreement model that has led to staggering U.S. trade deficits, job loss and downward 

pressure on wages. When Obama picked up TPP negotiations from former President George W. Bush in 

2009, consumer and environmental organizations, unions and congressional Democrats urged him to use 

the process to implement his 2008 election campaign promises to replace the old U.S. trade model based 

on the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). Instead, the administration has sided with the 

corporate interests that represent the majority of the approximately 600 official U.S. trade advisors and 

has replicated many of NAFTA’s most damaging provisions in the TPP.  

 

“With the TPP, Obama is doubling down on the old, failed NAFTA trade pact status quo and even 

expanding on some of the NAFTA provisions that promoted American job offshoring, flooded us with 

unsafe imported food and increased medicine prices,” said Lori Wallach, director of Public Citizen’s 

Global Trade Watch. “Given the TPP terms that would newly empower thousands of foreign firms to 

attack American health and environmental laws in foreign tribunals, incentivize even more U.S. job 

offshoring and ban the use of Buy American and Buy Local preferences, most Americans would be 

better off with no deal than what is in store with the TPP.”  

 

Obama’s efforts to obtain Fast Track in the 113
th

 Congress were rebuffed, as almost all House 

Democrats and a bloc of House GOP members indicated opposition. Obama’s efforts to push more-of-

the-same trade policies have been sidelined by the dismal outcomes of his 2011 U.S.-Korea FTA: The 

trade deficit with Korea in the first two years of the pact. In fact, the record shows that U.S. export 

growth with U.S. Free Trade Agreement (FTA) partners lags behind the rate of export growth with non-

FTA nations. In addition, the aggregate U.S. trade deficit with the group of 20 countries with which the 

U.S. has FTAs has increased more than fivefold since the FTAs took effect, due in part to a massive 

NAFTA trade deficit. 
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